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Feed your teammate in front of you
using curved forks.

CURVED FORKS
Feed your teammate in front of you
using extra-long forks.

EXTRA-LONG FORKS
While attached to your neighbor’s
hands by double-sided gloves, you
must cooperate to eat in harmony.

DOUBLE-SIDED GLOVES
Grab your neighbor’s cutlery linked
by a chain and synchronize your
movements in order to feed them each
simultaneously.

CHAIN-LINKED CUTLERY

With your wrists linked to your partner’s
by a plank with holes, cooperate to
finish your plates first and be the most
efficient team.

PLANK WITH HOLES
With the help of handles, guide your
blindfolded teammate’s hands and
make them eat like a puppet.

PUPPET HANDLES
Equipped with a giant apron,
combine your efforts to eat. One of you
can’t use your hands and the other one
is blindfolded.

GIANT APRON AND BLINDFOLD
Placed side by side in this double
apron, you each use only one hand to
finish your shared plate.

DOUBLE APRON
Players cannot eat at the same time
and forced to take turns due to
the shortened length of the chain
connecting the spoons.

CHAIN-LINKED SPOONS

Take turns eating with your teammate
using this double-ended spoon.

DOUBLE-ENDED SPOON
Take turns feeding your teammate with
this shared cross-shaped utensil.

CROSS-SHAPED SPOONS
In lines of four teammates each,
synchronize your movements to eat with
this unique spoon cutlery.

SPOON BAR
Using giant utensils you and your
teammate must feed other guests at the
table.

CUTLERY QUARTET
Pile up pieces of food using giant
tweezers in order to build the highest
tower.

GIANT TWEEZERS

Eat with eccentric cutlery and find
the proper technique to drink with twin
glasses.
If you wish to enjoy your bonus with the
twin glasses this game can not be part
of your selection.

ECCENTRIC
CUTLERY AND TWIN GLASSES
Perform the challenges indicated on the
dice by doing all that is forbidden while
at the table.

PAIR OF DICE
Slip your hands into connected mittens.
Slide the ribbon across your neck and
use your hands one after the other.

CONNECTED MITTENS
Find the proper technique to drink with
twin glasses without spilling.

TWIN GLASSES
Make the teammate across from your
drink by using an extra-long holder.

EXTRA-LONG GLASS HOLDER

While blindfolded and using the
dropper, create a cocktail for your
teammate from liquids in test tubes.

COCKTAIL
PRESENTATION BLOCK
Using only your mouth, grab bites of
food on the cutlery and insert your
straw into tubes to drink.

FOOD PRESENTATION BLOCK
Drink without using your hands until the
liquid reaches the marker on each tube.

PIVOTING TEST TUBES
Share a pair of arched cutlery with
your teammate seated behind you.

BACK-TO-BACK CUTLERY
Wear the hooded jacket to feed and
be fed without seeing each other or
your movements.

HOODED JACKET

Taste different beverages in order
to determine the ingredients of the
cocktail and then recreate the recipe.

SURPRISING COCKTAIL
Work as a team to identify the food
in front of you while one of you can’t
use your hands and the other one is
blindfolded.
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